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1, INTRODUCTION 
We shall consider the solution of linear equations of the type 
Ax = b + E, (l-1) 
where A is an m x n matrix of rank 7 (with 7 < m < n), x is a column vector 
of order n and both b and E column vectors of order m. The expected value 
of the unknown error vector E is known to be zero. The problem is to estimate 
a value of x which is optimal in some sense for an observed value of b. 
Equations like (1.1) occur in remote sounding of atmospheric temperature 
profile by satellites [l-4]. I n such cases x and b are, respectively, the column 
vectors of deviations of temperatures and radiance measurements from 
their mean (or guess) values. In [l] we used the Moore-Penrose generalized 
inverse to obtain two optimal solutions of (1.1) and pointed out that several 
of the known results in published literature are special cases of optimal 
solutions. In Section 2 we extend some results of Tewarson [l]. We also give 
some new results in the same direction in this part. Section 3 deals with the 
improvement in computational accuracy. 
2. MAIN RESULTS 
In many cases, a large number of values of x and the corresponding values 
of b in (1.1) are known [3]. Let the K pairs of simultaneous measurements 
be the columns of the matrices X and B. If E = B - AX, W-l = (XF/K), 
V-r = (EF/k), then it is shown in [l, 31 that a solution of (1.1) which mini- 
mizes 
W = II b - Ax IIt + II x 1% , (2-l) 
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is 
2 = W-lA=(Aw-lA= + v-y-1 b, (2.2) 
provided that 
XET = 0. (2.3) 
We now prove some theorems related to the condition (2.3) on X and E. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let X and E be n x k and m x k matrices, respectively. 
If XET = 0, then k > rank of X + rank of E. 
Proof. If XET = 0, then zTXETy = 0, for all x and y. Thus, the vectors 
XTz and ETy are orthogonal. Let R(XT) and R(ET) denote the range spaces of 
Xr and ET, respectively. Note that R(Xr) and R(ET) are both subspaces of the 
k-dimensional Euclidean spaces. But XTx, ETy for all z and y generate 
R(Xr) and R(ET), respectively, and since they are orthogonal, therefore, 
k > dim R(XT) + dim R(ET), 
= rank(X) + rank(E). 
Note that the converse of this theorem does not hold. Take 
then 
X=E= :, ;, 
1 3 
but 
k = 2 > rank(X) + rank(E), 
XE’ = [:, ;] # o. 
THEOREM 2.5. A symmetric positive semi-definite matrix 0 which satisfies 
the equation XeET = 0 is given by 
8 = a(1 - X+X) + B(I - E+E), (2.6) 
where (Y and /3 are arbitrary nonnegative scalars. 
Proof. By direct substitution we see that 0 given by (2.6) satisfies 
XBET = 0. Furthermore, both I - X+X and I - E+E are orthogonal 
projectors and thus have nonnegative eigenvalues. This along with the fact 
01 > 0, /I > 0 implies that 8 also has nonnegative eigenvalues. 
In the solution (2.2) we assumed that 
w-1 _ xr V-1 =y. and 
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This requires that X and E both have full row ranks, and so from Theorem 
2.4 it follows that k > m + n. Thus, a large number of simultaneous measure- 
ments of x and b are needed to make use of (2.2). Even when a large number 
of such observations are available, it can of ten happen that XET # 0. In 
such a case we can make use of theorem 2.5 as follows: 
Let A be a matrix such that 0 = A#’ where 0 is given by (2.6). Then we 
have the following derivation which is similar to that given in [3]. 
From the equation 
AX+E=B, 
we have 
AXA + E/l = BA. 
Let C be a matrix such that 
XA = CBA, 
then according to [5], the Moore-Penrose solution for C is 
C = XA(BA)= (BA(BA)=)+, 
replacing B/l by AXA + ELI, and using the facts that AAT = 0 and 
XeET = 0, we have 
Let 
C = XBXTA=(AXfKY=A= + EBE=)+. 
w+ = xex* -, k 
(2.7) 
which in view of (2.6) and taking 01 = p = k give 
W+ = X(I - E+E) XT, V+ = E(I - X+X) ET, 
C = W+A=(A W+A= + V+)+. 
If V and Ware nonsingular matrices then from (2.2) and (2.9) it follows that 
R = Cb. On the other hand, for singular V and W, it was shown in [l] that if 
GTG= WandFrF=Vthenf=GCband 
minimizes 
T = F+=(AW+A= + V+)+ b, 
and then 
+(z, 7) = (I b - AG+z - F+?7 II,“. 
II z Iii + II 7 llii 9 
furthermore the vector Cb has minimum two norm, 
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If the data is such that V and W turn out to be singular when computed 
according to (2.8) then to make them nonsingular, we can replace V and W by 
and 
P = v + p(I - v+v), (2.10) 
lP= w+v(I- W’W), (2.11) 
respectively, where TV, v are positive scalars. 
The following argument can be used to determine reasonable values of 
II, v. Since V is a symmetric positive definite matrix, therefore 3 a orthogonal 
matrix Q such that 
QVQ'= [f ;] 3 
where D is a diagonal matrix with the nonzero eigenvalues of V (the singular 
values of F) on the diagonal [6]. From (2.12) we have 
V=QT[; ;]Q> V+ = Q’ [;-’ ;] Q 
and inview of (2.10) and the fact QTQ = I = QQT it follows that 
P= V+p(I- v+v> 
=ef “,1 Q +P(wF[‘, 3~) 
=QT [," j]Q; 
therefore, in order that the perturbation matrix I - VV+ may not swamp the 
matrix V, which was obtained from the data, TV should be chosen to be equal 
to the average of nonzero eigenvalues of V. Thus, p = trace V/rank V. 
Trace of V is easy to find and rank of V is known when V+, is computed. 
Similarly v = trace W/rank W. It was shown in [l] that the minimum two 
norm of X which minimizes the quadratic form 
is 
%4 = II b - Ax II; + II x ll”w >
9 = (ATVA + W)+ATVb, 
Wenow state and prove a theorem which is related to the above result. 
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THEOREM 2.15. Let M = VA(ATVA)+ATV and 
&4 = II b - Ax ll”M + II x Ilk 7 
then R given by (2.14) aZs0 minimizes J(x). 
Proof. Frist, we prove the identity 
where 
as follows. 




F(b - Ax) = FA(FA)+Fb + (I - FA(FA)+)Fb - FAX, 
= FA(FA)+ (Fb - FAX) + (I - FA(FA)+)Fb, 
/I F(b - Ax)[lz” = /I FA(FA)+F(b - Ax)jl; + I] I - FA(FA)+Fb 11; , 
II f!J - Ax ll$, = II b - Ax II”, + II b II”, 3 
where 
M = (FA(FA)+ F)T FA(FA)+ F, 
= VA(A=F=FA)+ A=F=F, 
= VA(A= VA)+ AT V, 
since 
and 
for any 2, and 
F=F = V = z,z-+ = (22+)2, 
z+ = (z’z)+ z=, 
A’ = F=(I - FA(FA)+), 
= F=F - F=FA(FA)+ F, 
=v-MM. 
Thus, the identity (2.7) holds. 
Now from (2.13), (2.16), and (2.17) we have 
C+(X) - J(x) = I/ b I]%-, = constante. 
Hence, (b(x) and $( x are minimum for the same vector x. ) 
The following theorem unifies the two theorems of Tewarson [I] which give 
two general optimal solutions. 
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THEOREM (2.16). The minimum two norm vector [F] that minimizes the 
quadratic expression 
4(x, 7) = II Ax + G7 - b II; + II Fx II; 3 (2.17) 




XT = [x1 ) x2 )...) xn] and rlT = [7I 9 72 >***9 7kl. 
The necessary conditions 
3~20 i=l2 ,.-.9 axi ' 9 n and 
%A) a=12 
a7j ' ' '***' 
k 
for the minimum of the function 4(x, 7) of two variables x and 7 lead to the 
system of equations 
(A*A + FTF) x + A’Gq = A=b 
GTAx + GTG7 = GTb. 
which may be rewritten as 
little modifications and simplifications of the above cited matrix equation to 
the well known form 
following Penroze [5] we have 
(2.19) 
which is easily seen to be 
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The above equation provides the components x and 71 of the minimum two 
norm vector [g which minimizes the quadratic function #(x, 7) given by 
(2.17). The explicit form for 9,+ will be known if the generalized inverse of 
the partitioned form matrix [$ 0” ] is known. The computational method for 
finding the generalized inverse of the partitioned form matrix [“, ,“I will be 
discussed in another communication. 
Particular Cases of Interest. 
Case 1. G = 0 gives rise to the Theorem 2.1 of Tewarson [l], when 
V = I and W = FFT. This may be stated as follows: The minimum two 
norm x which minimizes the quadratic function 
$64 = II b - Ax II: + II x I&, (2.20) 
is 
i = (A=A + F=F)+ A=b. (2.21) 
Proof. Putting G = 0 into Eq. (2.18) we get 
$1 = r: 81'& 
since 
[u, 01+ = [u,‘1 , 
therefore 
which is equivalent to equations 




A+ = (A=A)+ A=; 
= A,+A=b, 
where 
A, = A=A + F=F, 
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Case 2. When F = 0, the theorem may be stated as follows: The 
components x, 7 of the minimum two norm vector [t] which minimizes the 
quadratic form 
are given by 
where 
C(x> d = It Ax + GT - b II; , 
$ = ATA,+b, 
4 = GTA,+b, 
(2.22) 
(2.23) 
A, = (AAT + GGT). 
Proof. Inserting F = 0 in the equation (2.18) we get the identity 
[;] = [t ;]+ [;] = [A Gl+ b, (2.24) 
where we use the relation 
u+ [I 0 = [u’ 01. 
The equation (2.24) is easily seen to be equivalent to the relation 
or 
x” [I [ ATA,+ b 3 = GTA,+ I b ’ 
x” = ATA,+b, 
;j = GTA,+b. 
It should be noted that the case F = 0 can also be obtained from the 
Theorem 2.2 of Tewarson [I] when 2 = x, G+ = I, F+ = G. If m > 7, 
then the order m of A, is greater than the n of A, and, therefore, the evaluation 
of A,+ has an advantage over the evaluation of A,+ from a computational 
point of view. To this end we now state and prove theorem which gives a set 
of necessary and sufficient conditions for 4 = x”. We will need the following 
lemmas to prove the theorem. 
As an application of the well known result due to Greville [9] 
(PQ)+ = Q’P’ i ff 
QQ+PTPQ = PTPQ 
P’PQQTQ’ = QQTPT. 
we prove the following. 
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LEMMA 2.25. If A+AV = V, then 
(ATA + V)+ AT = (A + Afry)+. 
Proof. 
ATAfT(ATA + V)T(ATA + V) A+ = A+A(ATA + V) (ATA + V) A+ 
= (ATA + A+AV) (ATA + V) .4+ 
= (ATA + V) (ATA + V) A+, 
also 
(ATA + V) (ATA + V)+ (ATA)+ (ATA + V) = A+AfT(ATA + V), 
because (ATA + V) (ATA + V)+ is an orthogonal projector on R(AT). 
Hence, the result follows. 
LEMMA 2.28. If AAfW = W, then 
AT(AA’ + W)+ = (A + WA+r)+. (2.27) 
Proof. Similar to Lemma 2.25. 
THEOREM 2.28. If (i) A+AV = V and (ii) AA+W = W, then 
a=&$ 227 VA+ = A+W. 
Proof. 
2 = x”, 
(ATA + V)+ ATb = AT(AAT + W)+ b, 
(ATA + V)+ AT = AT(AAT + W)+, 
(A + A+%‘)+ = (A + WA+T)+, 
A + A+TV = A + WA+r, 
A+=V = WA+=, 
VA+ = A+W. 
for all b, 
3. SOME RESULT ON CONDITIONING 
If the nonzero singular values of a given matrix A are pcL( , i = 1, 2,..., Y 
then, as in [6], the condition of A is given by 
cond A = z. 
z (3-l) 
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Note that cond A & 1. If A = 0, then let us define cond A == 1. By using 
the singular value decomposition ofA it is easy to show that 
cond A = /[ A i/ 11 A+ 11 = cond AT = cond A+. 
A is said to be well conditioned if cond A is close to one and ~llconditio~ed 
if cond A is large. ~eneralIy spewing, the inverses (gener~ized inverses) of 
well~onditioned matrices can be more accurately computed than those of ill 
conditioned ones. Thus, adding and multiplying A by matrices, as was done 
in previous section, and then inve~ng the matrices can sometimes lead to 
improvement in the condition number is a consequence of the folIow~~g 
theorems. 
cold < cond A cond N. (3.3) 
~~~~ If AH = 0, then (3.3) is obvious. Let AH # 0, Since 
l?(U) C &AT), therefore rank AH = rank N = t [say). Let A have rank r 
and the singular values of A, Ii and AH be respectively 
@~>,Q2),“.g3.:0$., 
A, ~A,~-~ >,hb, 
then mview of (3.1), equation (3.3) is equivalent o 
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(3.5) 
Therefore from (3.4) and (3.5), we have the desired result 
COROLLARY 3.4. If in Theorem 3.2 all nonzero singular values of H are 
equal. Then cond H = 1 and 
cond(AH) < cond A, (3.7) 
which is the result obtained by Lawson and Hanson [7]. 
Note that the converse of the Corollary 3.6 is not true. For example, 
let H = A+, then cond AH = 1 but cond A = cond A+ # 1. 
THEOREM 3.8. If A and B are positive semi-de$nite matrices such that 
M(A) = N(B) and cond B < cond A, then 
cond(A + B) < cond B. 
Proof. Let cond A = q/a,, cond B = ~:/a:, then from the given hypo- 
thesis 
cond(A + B) < cond A. 
THEOREM 3.9. If E > D and 
A s+l = A, + <A;++, t.3.10) 
then 
cond A s+~ <cond&, for S = 1, 2,..., 
with strict inequality as long as cond As > 1. 
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Proof. Consider the singular value decomposition of A, 
A,=Qf ;] ST, 
where Q and S are orthogonal matrices and D is a diagonal matrix of nonzero 
singular values pi of A, . Now 
= QT [” +dD-l ;] ST 
and 
cond(As + CA;+) 
If pl, > pa, then 
cond(A, 4 
If ps = pLp, then 
A, + <A;* = Q’ [; ;] ST + 6 (s [f’ ;] Q): 
= Q’ [f i-j ST + eQT [f-’ ;] ST 
cond(A, + CA:+) = 1 < cond A,, 
where we have strict inequality unless cond A, = 1. If pa < pg , then 
PO PP2 + E cond(A, + CA;‘) = - ~ 
/+I Pa2 + E 
<F<condA,. 
P 
The above theorem, without the strict inequality; can be shown to be a 
special case of Theorem 3.8 when A, is symmetric positive semidefinite 
because 
&“(A,) = .N(A;+) and cond A, = cond Al’ 
Theorem 3.9 without the strict inequality part was proved in [6]. 
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We are now in a position to discuss the condition numbers of two of the 
matrices associated with optimal solution of (1.1) given in [l]. Let us consider 
the solution 
R = W+AT(A W+AT + Y+)+ 6. (3.11) 
We first show that if cond W+ = 1 then cond(A W+AT) < cond(AAT). Let 
RRT = W+, then cond R = cond R = 1 and from Corollary 3.6 we have 
cond(AR) < cond A, cond ARRTA < cond ATA. 
There are many cases when cond W+ = 1, for example when W is a suitable 
covariance matrix [8]. 
Now from Theorem 3.8 we see that if 
.N(A W+AT) = J’-( V+) and cond V+ < cond(AW+AT), 
then 
cond(A W+AT + I’+) < cond(A W+AT). 
Thus, we have proved that if 
and 
cond W+ = 1, cond V+ < cond(A W+AT) 
then 
&-(A W+AT) = N( V+) 
cond(A W+AT + V+) < cond(AAT). (3.12) 
This result shows that under certain circumstances the use of (3.11) rather 
than 2 = A(AAT)+ 6, is computationally better. The form i = A(AAT)+ b, 
rather than f = Afb. The minimum two norm least-square solution of (1.1) 
is sometimes preferred when m is much smaller than n; because in the former 
case, the generalized inverse of only a small matrix of order m has to be 
computed (in remote sensing 71 is approximately 10 times m). The accurate 
computation of the generalized inverse is most essential and Householder 
orthogonal triangularizations are especially suited for this purpose [9]. The 
direct computation of the generalized inverse of A (or of the corresponding 
matrix [AG+, F+] used to get (3.11) re q uires one of the Householder triangu- 
larization to be of large order n + m and is often undesirable. The other 
optimal solution given in [l] is 
4 = (ATVA + W)+ ATb. (3.13) 
It is evident from the discussion in the previous section that the above 
formula involves computing the generalized inverse of a matrix of order n 
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and, therefore, requires more work than (3.11). However, (3.11) and (3.13) 
are generally not equivalent [l]. For singular V and W only (3.13) minimizes 
#J(X) in (2.1). I n t erms of condition number it makes sense to compare 
ATVA + W with ATA, which implies that when computing (ATA)+ AT is 
preferred to A+, and, consequently, m is much larger than n (which is not the 
case in remote sensing). However, in case m > n, then as in the previous 
paragraph, if 
cond V = 1, cond W < cond(ATVA) 
and 
then 
J’-(ATVA) = J-(W), 
cond(ATVA + W) < cond(ATA). 
(3.14) 
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